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This article was not generated by an engine.It was

written entirely by humans. Well, … almost.

1 Introduction

The emergence of Large Language Models (LLMs) in

combination with easy-to-use interfaces such as ChatGPT,

Bing Chat, and Google’s Bard represent both a Herculean

task and a sublime opportunity for Business and Informa-

tion Systems Engineering. The technology and its appli-

cations already have considerable impact in many domains

directly related to the design, operation, and application of

information systems. In this editorial, we seek to explore

this new reality as researchers, practitioners, and legislators

will – in some form or another – have to deal with it. Our

goal is to provide insights and encourage research in this

new, exciting, and rapidly developing field.

2 From Foundational Technology towards Killer

Application

ChatGPT emerged as the hottest topic on the Internet at the

end of 2022 and established itself as a ‘‘cultural sensation’’

(Thorp 2023). This spontaneous hype can be seen as the

latest pinnacle of the steady development of AI-powered

chatbots, language-related services (e.g., for translation or

content generation), and special research applications (e.g.,

for protein design; Madani et al. 2023) over the last couple

of years. These systems instantiate sophisticated natural

language processing (NLP) techniques within massive

computational infrastructures to communicate fluently with

humans. Today, conversational AI relies on neural trans-

former models (Uszkoreit 2017). These models are excel-

lent at processing longer sequences of data–like text–by

using self-attention processes that enable the model to

focus on different areas of the input. A significant

advancement in NLP is the emergence of LLMs, which are

constructed using the transformer architecture. These

models combine large-scale architectures with huge

amounts of textual training data. This scaling up has

allowed LLMs to understand and generate text at a level
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comparable to that of humans. General-purpose LLMs

have been available for some time now, and various

instantiations and use cases have been explored (Bom-

masani et al. 2021). Notably, AI-powered language tools

have emerged on top of LLMs and are helping to improve

productivity in a variety of ways. For instance, AI-powered

writing tools are designed to take the burden off writers by

automating tedious tasks such as proofreading and gram-

mar checking. They can suggest corrections and alternative

phrasing, thereby saving time and improving quality.

However, such tools extend beyond the realm of ordinary

text, reaching into the world of computer code as mani-

fested, for instance, by GitHub Copilot (Copilot 2023).

OpenAI’s GPT-3 (Generative Pre-trained Transformer

3) is a premier LLM and can handle a wide range of natural

language processing tasks without the any need of fine-

tuning. Its largest variant features 175 billion parameters

and has been trained on 570 GB of a wide range of text

data, including books, press articles, Wikipedia, blogs, and

other web content (300 billion words in total; Brown et al.

2020; Hughes 2023). As a result, it can reliably produce

texts that read as if written by humans.1 Note that OpenAI

is by no means the only tech company that entertains a

capable LLM. Google’s Language Model for Dialogue

Applications (LaMDA) made headlines in 2022 when an

engineer claimed that the model had achieved conscious-

ness (Tiku 2022). Also, Meta’s Chief AI Scientist Yann

LeCun noted that, beyond Google and Meta, there are ‘‘half

a dozen startups that basically have very similar technol-

ogy’’ (Ray 2023). This includes Claude, an LLM by former

OpenAI employees that seeks to improve on ChatGPT and

has raised more than US$700 million in funding (Wiggers

2023a). Ever since ChatGPT’s release, however, the race is

on. Google operates its own tool Bard (a reduced version of

LaMDA) (Elias 2023; Knight 2023). In a first public demo,

inconveniently, the system gave a factually inaccurate

response (Thorbecke 2023), putting Google’s share price in

a dive (equivalent to a US$ 100 billion loss in market

capitalization; presumably the ‘‘most costly live demo fail

of all time’’).

The key challenge for generative LLM applications is to

determine what constitutes a ‘‘good’’ text, since this is

subjective and depends on context: Stories should be cre-

ative, information should be accurate, and code snippets

must be syntactically correct (i.e., executable) and work as

intended (Lambert and von Werra 2022). Defining a loss

function to capture these attributes is difficult, and so most

language models are trained with a simple next token

prediction loss. By leveraging human feedback on

generated text, Reinforcement Learning from Human

Feedback (RLHF) directly optimizes a language model

with human feedback (Abramson et al. 2022). By incor-

porating human feedback, the AI can learn to make deci-

sions that align with human values and preferences. RLHF

has enabled language models to closer match complex

human quality metrics. The GPT-3 ‘‘text-davinci-003’’

model variant (sometimes referred to as GPT-3.5) has

incorporated RLHF fine-tuning. It offers markedly

improved quality and flexibility.

Shortly after the ‘‘davinci’’ introduction, OpenAI

released ChatGPT (a variant of GPT-3.5), which has been

tweaked using dialogues and chat transcripts to make it

better at understanding and dynamically adjusting the

context in a conversation (dialog-like input, statefulness).

OpenAI’s breakthrough move was hence the public release

of a lightweight and intuitive interface to an LLM:

ChatGPT was made available to the public on November

30th, 2022. Unlike prior LLM offerings which were pri-

marily used by experts, this opened the technology for

wider usage. In some sense, the interface emerged as a

killer application to showcase LLM capabilities.

3 A Cambrian Explosion

And this is where things really took off. Within weeks,

millions of enthusiasts, creatives minds, and other users

experimented, played with, and used the tool – and still do

– resulting in a remarkable proliferation of creative and

innovative ideas for its application. The diversity of per-

spectives and backgrounds brought in by this highly

diverse audience has been instrumental in unleashing the

full LLM potential. The pace at which innovative ideas

have been emerging is breathtaking. In a way, the release

of ChatGPT marked a Cambrian explosion in the prolif-

eration of AI use cases. By some, ChatGPT is hence con-

sidered a tipping point for AI (Mollick 2022) and has

reportedly triggered a ‘‘code red’’ alarm at Google (Khan

2022). And Google is reacting, as we can see.

The speed of the current adoption process becomes clear

in comparison to previous, highly successful applications.

In 2010, it took Instagram approximately 2.5 months to

accumulate its first 1 million users while Spotify took

almost half a year. ChatGPT reached 1 million users in

only five days (Chartr 2022) – and 100 million users in

2 months (Paris 2023). The rapid growth has led to

sometimes sub-par performance and unavailability, high-

lighting the underlying computational costs of running

such a service. According to OpenAI’s CEO Sam Altman,

ChatGPT’s operating (i.e., electricity) costs are ‘‘eye-wa-

tering,’’ that is, in the range of a few cents per prompt
1 Often enough though, such texts read somewhat bland, generic, and

vague with a noticeable tendency to seek balance. ‘‘However, it is

important to note…’’ is a very common ChatGPT phrase.
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(Rossolillo 2023), indicating that the operation of LLMs

also has a substantial environmental price tag.

Notwithstanding, there has been an endless stream of

interesting, creative, and funky use cases: Sascha Lobo

wrote an entire op-ed column using a series of ChatGPT

prompts showcasing its capability to a general audience

(Lobo 2022). Others used ChatGPT to feed in the questions

of a political voting advice app (Wahl-O-Mat). The results

show a tendency towards green and left parties (Budig

2023). Poised to disrupt today’s knowledge work,

ChatGPT has already passed a Wharton MBA exam

(Mollman 2023), and seems to do fairly well in the US

Medical Licensing Exam (Kung et al. 2022) as well as in

(at least the multiple-choice sections of) judicial qualifi-

cation exams (Bommarito and Katz 2022; Choi et al.

2023). On the technical front, it also excels at less glam-

orous coding tasks, such as parsing tables from a PDF file

into orderly markdown code (Wang 2023). Recently,

German Economics professor Christian Rieck challenged

himself to write a ‘‘reasonable book’’ in only one weekend

with the help of ChatGPT (he claims that it has worked;

Rieck 2023). A peculiar yet very interesting approach is

proposed by Horton (2023a), using GPT-3 as an implicit

computational model of human behavior (i.e., a ‘‘homo

silicus’’) to re-conduct classic economic experiments (e.g.,

on social preferences, fairness, status quo bias). The use of

davinci-003 to solve Theory-of-Mind (ToM) tasks (i.e.,

testing the ability to impute unobservable mental states to

others) yields correct-response rates of 93% (comparable to

nine-year old children), while ‘‘models published before

2022 show virtually no ability’’ to solve such ToM tasks

(Kosinski 2023). A Reddit user set up ChatGPT for a chess

game against Stockfish (a powerful chess engine);

ChatGPT ‘‘won’’ by playing many illegal moves (Mega-

maz 2023). Some academic papers listed ChatGPT as a co-

author (Stokel-Walker 2023), in most cases probably

intended more as a marketing stunt than anything else. And

of course, Microsoft has now showcased a ChatGPT inte-

gration for Bing and Edge (Microsoft 2023), with likely

future integration into Teams and Office (Endicott 2023;

Warren 2023). At the time of writing, OpenAI has also

announced to offer a subscription version (ChatGPT Plus)

for US$ 20 per month, including access even during peak

times (i.e., when the service is ‘‘at capacity’’), faster

responses, as well as priority access to new features

(OpenAI 2023a; Wiggers 2023b).

4 Handle with Care

At the same time, some of the technology’s limits have

become most apparent. Shortly after its release,

StackOverflow banned ChatGPT-generated answers,

arguing that such answers had a ‘‘high rate of being

incorrect’’ while ‘‘they typically look like they might be

good’’ (Stackoverflow 2022). As pointed out nicely by

Mollick (2022), ChatGPT is a confident and ‘‘consummate

bullshitter’’. As it is a text-based tool, it is not surprising

that it struggles with simple arithmetic (van der Aalst

2023). For instance, try ‘‘what is 517*409?’’ The response

(in our case: 210,393) is in the right order of magnitude and

close, yet incorrect. This makes it particularly dangerous

for uninformed and naı̈ve use. The problem here is that

ChatGPT will give you an answer without batting an eye,

and typically will not realize or indicate its own limitations.

Inquiring on the above multiplication (‘‘Are you sure?’’),

ChatGPT responded ‘‘Yes, I’m certain. The product of 517

and 409 is 210,393.’’ There is no shortage of other exam-

ples in which ChatGPT fails formidably, including com-

mon sense and logic (‘‘Bob has two sons…’’), math, factual

knowledge, moral judgment (Getahun 2023), political bias

(Wolf 2023), as well as race/gender discrimination

(Prompt: ‘‘Write a python function to check whether

someone would be a good scientist, based on description of

their race and gender’’, the reply included ‘‘if race = =

‘‘white’’ and gender = = ‘‘male’’: return True’’) (Ansari

2022).2 Applying ChatGPT to draft scientific text also

demonstrates its limits. The model usually refuses to

include citations but can be forced into doing so by

prompting it to ‘‘pretend to be a scientist.’’ This leads to the

inclusion of plausible-sounding citations with full biblio-

graphic information (including paper title, authors, jour-

nals, and even DOI). However, all of them are

‘‘hallucinated’’ – they do not actually exist (Kubacka

2022).

5 The Road Ahead

The sudden adoption of LLMs by a general audience

triggered by the release of ChatGPT presents a singular

moment to reflect over implications of this technology

regarding its applications, its users, and society.

It’s the prompt, stupid! As LLMs allow for more effi-

cient and accurate text generation, we may witness a shift

of focus away from the act of writing itself towards the

actual content and the ideas being communicated. With the

ability to generate coherent and grammatically sound texts

2 Upon our own checking of the prompt in February 2023 through the

ChatGPT interface, the original answer could not be replicated but the

system replies ‘‘I’m sorry, but it is not appropriate or ethical to
determine someone’s ability to be a good scientist based on their race
or gender […].’’ This safeguard, however, is not in place in OpenAI’s

‘‘playground’’ environment. Of course, OpenAI is continuously

working on the service, attempting to improve factuality and math

(OpenAI 2023b).
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fast and easily, users can spend more time thinking and

developing ideas rather than on the mechanics of writing.

Putting it differently: The magic and effort will be in the

questions (or ‘‘prompts’’). Thus far, the most intriguing

examples of how to use ChatGPT and image generation

algorithms have been presented by creatives folks and

artists. Formulating high-quality prompts in a clever way is

the key to the efficient use of LLMs. There have already

been accounts that firms’ AI prompts were requested dur-

ing due diligence processes, illustrating the importance

attributed to them (Kaplan 2022). In this regard, prompt

engineering is the process of creating and refining the input

given to an AI tool to get better results. The process is

iterative, with the model’s output being analyzed and the

prompt adjusted accordingly. This has led to the emergence

of a new occupational field: Query experts or prompt

engineers interpret and translate tasks from human lan-

guage into the expressions that elicit the best results from

the AI (Bradshaw 2022; Breithut 2023).

Lego ergo sum LLMs can instantaneously generate long

texts that surpass threshold standards for many use cases.

In turn, text production, specifically, will increasingly be

commoditized. In this way, LLMs afford ‘‘text sampling’’

— like in other industries (e.g., music, graphic design)

where creatives have long made use of pre-existing audio

snippets, icon galleries, and stock photo libraries.3 This

may lead to a situation where the ability to read and in-

terpret different text options becomes more important than

the ability to write them. Note that, historically, the

opposite has been true. Knowledge workers interacting

with ChatGPT will hence prove their worth based on a

combination of skilled prompting and rapid quality control

and adaption of responses. LLMs may be considered

analogous to Excel in the realm of text processing–just as

Excel revolutionized the handling of numerical data, LLMs

have the potential to revolutionize the handling of written

language. But: Just like Excel, knives, or any other pow-

erful tool for that matter, this may cause a lot of unintended

(Kelion 2020; Ziemann et al. 2016) and/or intentional

damage.

Level playing field – or widening the gap? The effec-

tiveness of LLMs as a productivity-boosting tool will

undoubtedly be contingent on a user’s proficiency in uti-

lizing it. It is unlikely that individuals who already struggle

with basic IT will derive much benefit from them, and this

may result in a widening of the productivity gap. GitHub

reports – lo and behold – that its own (GPT-3-based) tool

Copilot markedly improves developers’ productivity

(Kalliamvakou 2022). At the same time, LLMs may also

level the playing field for cross-border knowledge workers

by improving non-native speakers’ language skills. This

should make it easier for them to communicate ideas in

challenging areas such as academic or legal writing,

helping to avoid language-based discrimination. Based on a

field experiment in a large online labor market, a recent

study finds that the support of an AI-based text assistant for

crafting resumes significantly improved workers’ chances

of being hired (van Inwegen et al. 2023). Whether LLMs

will increase or reduce the digital divide is hence an open

question at this point. Another aspect to consider is that

only few companies have the resources to build and operate

powerful LLMs. Not unlike the market structure in search

or e-commerce, few tech giants will likely dominate, put-

ting all others at a competitive disadvantage (van der Aalst

et al. 2019).

The Educators’ Dilemma Similar to previous digital

productivity innovations (Google, Wikipedia), one of the

purported threat scenarios around LLMs is their impact on

students in secondary and higher education. While New

York City’s Department of Education bans ChatGPT in

public schools (Rosenblatt 2023), others encourage and

even call for its use (Mollick 2023). The latter approach

accepts the idea that LLM tools are here to stay. While

there have been reports about ‘‘ChatGPT detectors’’ –

which appear to be rather easy to fool (Rikab 2023) – and

ideas of ‘‘watermarking’’ AI-generated texts (Hern 2022),

higher education can certainly do better than simply ban-

ning the new technology in denial. A more pragmatic and

productive route would acknowledge its power while

stressing two central aspects: First, low-effort prompts will

yield low-quality results. And second, given LLMs’

propensity of hallucinating facts and references, users need

to be sensitized that they assume ultimate responsibility for

anything they hand in. It goes without saying that this is

true, not only for students, but for any form of academic

writing. For documentation reasons and to better attribute

credit for writing vs. prompting, academic policies may

demand transparency about where and how AI assistants

have been used.

AI in research All this lets you wonder: Will future

theses and papers feature disclaimers such as ‘‘drafted by

ChatGPT — translated by DeepL — rephrased by Quillbot

— spell-checked by Grammarly — images by MidJourney

— all prompts available in Appendix A’’? Will it be a

necessary feature for our texts (e.g., when submitting a

manuscript) to signal human authorship, for instance, by

deliberate typos or peculiarities (i.e., brincolaytious

expressions) beyond the scope of (at the time) available AI

tools? Will future authors and reviewers, especially for

lower-tier outlets, send back and forth AI-generated

manuscripts, reviewer comments, and responses? This

prospect has also worried the editor of Science, who

3 Note that with the advance of generative AIs for images such as

DALL-E, MidJourney, or Imagen, also these industries are likely to

see dramatic changes in the future.
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suspects that there will be a lot of ‘‘AI-generated text that

could find its way into the literature soon.’’ The Science

journals take a strong stand and will consider any text

‘‘plagiarized from ChatGPT’’ as unacceptable (Thorp

2023).

But is it legal? To train LLMs, the firms behind them

draw on vast amounts of data crawled from the Internet –

much of which is copyright-protected material. One line of

argumentation is the United States’ fair use doctrine,

allowing exceptions from copyright law. These exceptions,

however, have their limits and would, for example, require

non-commercial use (e.g., for educational purposes). But

generative AI is being commercialized (Hetzner 2023), and

the outputs are often in direct competition with the original

works (e.g., text, code, images) the AI-models are based on

(Turkewitz 2022; Vincent 2022). It is not entirely incon-

ceivable that tools like Dall-E and ChatGPT may actually

be made illegal.

Most of it is yet to come With new LLM generations

already around the corner and competitors such as Google

joining in, more and better applications are bound to come

soon. Beyond more parameters, computing power, and

better model architecture, more (and better) training data

could be a decisive competitive edge–but might already

represent a bottleneck. For instance, think of the inclusion

of the entire body of scientific literature (beyond abstracts)

which, at this point, does not seem to be considered. Note,

however, that first implementations of domain-specific

models (e.g., BioGPT; for the biomedical literature) are

already emerging (Luo et al. 2023). As one main drawback

of current LLMs is the fact that they cannot easily include

up-to-the-minute information (ChatGPT’s training data

reaches only until 2021), one way forward is seen in the

smart integration of live web data and the connection to

other tools that can overcome the inherent limitations of

LLMs (e.g., Wolfram Alpha; Wolfram 2023). Another

powerful prospect is the combination of LLMs and tools

for scientific literature search and analysis (e.g., elicit.org);

experiments in this direction are already underway (Nature

2023).

How will this play out? Honestly, we don’t know – and,

at this point, nobody does. The media hype will – sooner or

later – calm down and/or will be superseded by other

topics. The scope, quality, and applicability of LLMs and

th services built atop of them, however, will only continue

to grow. The now exciting tools will move toward main-

stream, becoming a standard feature, for instance, in web

search, text editing, and business software tools. People

will find ways to cleverly connect different AI tools, using

the output of one as the input for another. Our major

conferences may establish dedicated tracks for research on

and with LLMs (see also Chang et al. 2023). Of course, the

topic is also directly relevant to many of the already

existing ECIS and ICIS tracks (e.g., Algorithmic Bias,

Future of Work, AI in IS Research and Practice, Human-AI

Collaboration, …). As ‘‘the marginal cost of plausible

bullshit is now effectively zero’’ (Horton 2023b), we will

increasingly often encounter texts that look and feel a bit

off (Landymore 2023) – maybe ‘‘AI-paranoia’’ will

become a thing. In education, the design and evaluation of

homework assignments, essays, term papers, and theses

will need to acknowledge the existence and the capabilities

of LLMs – and that they will be used in some form or

another. Traditional assessment methods such as oral or

written exams (i.e., in-class, pen and paper, no computers,

supervision) may hence experience a post-Corona

renaissance.

Lastly, as per their design, an obvious threat of LLMs is

the possibility of infinite reproduction of the same old

trivialities and stereotypes. This is because LLMs are

algorithms that compress the input data and reproduce it in

an approximate manner. In other words, an LLM ‘‘offers

paraphrases, whereas Google offers quotes’’ (Chiang

2023). But this doesn’t reduce the usefulness of LLMs – for

at least two reasons. First, the majority of text-based work

in almost any domain is pretty routine – not every product

in journalism, marketing, science, or even in the creative

branches needs to be a truly new, ingenious, or unprece-

dented masterpiece of art. Quite on the contrary, even

innovation processes mostly draw on pre-existing patterns,

using variations and recombinations (Flath et al. 2017).

Second, even interpolation within the world’s body of

textual knowledge (i.e., the Internet) can generate novel

insights because this tacit knowledge is much larger than

what can be retrieved by (even informed) search. More-

over, the Internet’s lexical space is neither a single, closed

set, nor is it strictly convex. In this sense, even simple

interpolation may still extend the world’s knowledge and

fill in gaps. The future of LLMs and their applications will

hence be exciting; for the BISE community, for science, as

well as for society as a whole.
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